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Abstract

This paper studies the multidimensional screening problem of a pro�t-maximizing monop-

olist who designs and sells goods with multiple indivisible attributes. The buyer�s utility is

linear in the probabilities of obtaining the attributes. The values of the attributes are buyer�s

private information. The paper solves the seller�s problem for an arbitrary number of at-

tributes when there are two types of buyers. When there is a continuum of buyer types, the

paper shows that generically the seller wants to sell goods with some of the attributes partly

damaged, stochastic, or leased on restrictive terms. In particular, the often-studied simple

bundling strategies are shown to be generically suboptimal. This last result is quali�ed in the

case of two buyer types. In this case, the maximum seller�s loss from the restriction to simple

bundling is 12.5%.
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1. Introduction

Determining the optimal design of a product line of goods with multiple attributes

when a monopolistic �rm sells to buyers with unknown valuations is a long-standing

unsolved problem.2Among the strategies to approach it, McAfee and McMillan�s (1988)

proposal has proved particularly in�uential.3 McAfee and McMillan (1988) consider

a monopolist who designs and sells a product line of goods with several indivisible

attributes.4 The buyers�utility is linear in price and in the probabilities of obtaining

the attributes.5 The values of the attributes are buyers� private information. The

monopolist has zero marginal cost and aims to maximize the expected revenue subject

to buyers�incentive and participation constraints. McAfee and McMillan argued that

the problem may be reduced to �nding the optimal menu of deterministic, or simple,

bundles of attributes. In e¤ect, the subsequent literature6 focused on �nding the optimal

deterministic bundles; the corresponding class of seller�s strategies has been referred to

as simple bundling.7

McAfee and McMillan�s claim is known to be true in the case of one attribute solved

by Riley and Zeckhauser (1983).8 One way to understand the intuition behind the one-

dimensional case is to think of the problem as a single unit auction with one buyer, in

which setting a reservation price is an optimal strategy (Myerson (1983), Bulow and

Roberts (1989)).9 Recently, however, several authors including Pycia (2000), Manelli

and Vincent (2003), Thanassoulis (2004), and Kendall (2004) independently constructed

2A good with multiple attributes is equivalent to a bundle of commodities. Wilson (1993), Armstrong

(1996), Rochet and Choné (1998), Armstrong (1999), Armstrong and Rochet (1999), Thanassoulis

(2004), and Manelli and Vincent (2003) study special cases of the problem. Rochet and Stole (2003)

survey the literature.
3Cf. Avery and Hendershott (2000), Miller, Piankov, and Zeckhauser (2002), and papers cited in

footnote 6.
4This model is studied in the third part of McAfee and McMillan (1988).
5Stochastic presence of an attribute may be interpreted as lower quality, limited quantity, restrictive

lease terms, or damaging a la Deneckere and McAfee (1996).
6Cf. McAfee, McMillan, and Whinston (1989), McAdams (1998), and Manelli and Vincent (2003).
7The simple bundling strategies include both pure and mixed bundling of Adams and Yellen (1976).
8Similar one-dimensional results were proved by Stokey (1979), Fudenberg and Tirole (1983), and

Courty and Hao (2000). A more general one-attribute problem was solved by Mussa and Rosen (1978).
9A more direct intuition for this result is as follows. Think of the seller as selling the attribute

in probability increments. The incentive constraints imply that if the seller sells an increment to one

buyer at a given price, then the seller needs to o¤er this probability increment to all higher valuation

buyers at this price, and may charge a higher price only on additional increments. However, if the seller
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counterexamples to show that there are distributions of agents�valuations for which the

simple bundling strategies are suboptimal.10

This paper makes positive and negative contributions to the understanding of multi-

dimensional screening in the setting proposed by McAfee and McMillan. On the positive

side, the paper solves the problem when there are two buyer types and an arbitrary num-

ber of attributes. On the negative side, the paper proves that simple bundling strategies

are generically suboptimal, and presents some estimates of the loss inherent in the re-

striction to simple bundling.

The positive contribution is developed in Section 3. As in the analysis of one-

dimensional situations with two types, it is natural to refer to the buyer with the larger

sum of values of all attributes as a high type, and to the other type of buyer as a low

type. In an equilibrium, the high type buys the good with all attributes, and the low

type buys the good with the attributes for which the ratio of low-type to high-type

value is high enough. When the low type values at least one attribute more than the

high type does, then the seller cannot post per-attribute prices, i.e., genuinely needs to

bundle the attributes. When the high type values each attribute more than the low type

does, the problem may be viewed as a collection of one-dimensional subproblems. Pro�t

maximization generically requires randomization �that is simple bundling is suboptimal

�except when the high type obtains an informational rent and when the low type is

excluded from the market. As in one-dimensional problems, the high type obtains an

informational rent when the high type is relatively scarce. The low type never has a

rent and is excluded from the market when the low type is relatively scarce.

To introduce the negative contribution of the paper let us look at an example in which

the distribution of buyer types require the seller to employ more complex strategies than

simple bundling of attributes. Consider a software company that serves a 50%-50%

population of professional and occasional users, and sells software packages with two

potential attributes: reliability and ease of use. Assume that the professional users are

willing to pay $300 for reliability and nothing for the ease of use, while the occasional

weakly prefers to sell the �rst increment at a lower rather than higher price, than the seller weakly

prefers to sell all subsequent increments at the lower price.
10Similarly, the simple unidimensional intuition is not robust when the outside options are type

dependent. Deneckere and McAfee (1996), Rasul and Sonderegger (2001), and Ambjørnsen (2002), and

Figueroa and Skreta (2005) �nd that in some cases type dependent outside options lead to stochastic

screening (interpretation favoured by Rasul and Sonderegger (2001) and Figueroa and Skreta (2005))

or to damaged goods (Ambjørnsen (2002), Deneckere and McAfee(1996)).
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users are willing to pay $100 for reliability and also $100 for the ease of use. If restricted

to simple (deterministic) bundles, the best seller�s choices are:

� sell reliable software to professional users for the price of $300 and easy to use
software to occasional users for $100, or

� sell the reliable and easy to use software to both types of users for $200.

Both choices lead to the expected revenue and pro�ts of $200 per user. Using stochastic

mechanisms, the seller can achieve higher pro�ts. The seller can sell reliable software to

professional users for $300 and easy to use but only 50% reliable11 software to occasional

users for $150. This menu of contracts is incentive compatible and leads to the expected

pro�t of $225 per buyer, and hence is 12.5% better than the best simple bundling

strategy.

The negative contribution of the paper is developed in Sections 4 and 5. Section

4 shows that generically � that is on an open and dense set of Lebesgue absolutely

continuous distributions � simple bundling strategies are suboptimal in the McAfee

and McMillan model. Section 5 quali�es this result by showing that if there are two

buyer types, then the maximum seller�s loss from not being able to use lotteries is 12.5%,

as in the example discussed above.

2. Model

The formal model is the same as that studied by McAfee and McMillan (1988). A

monopolistic seller sells a good with n indivisible attributes to a buyer who desires at

most one unit of each attribute. The utility12 of buyer of type t 2 [0; 1]n from a contract

(q; p) 2 [0; 1]n � [0;1)

composed of price p and the vector of probabilities qi of receiving attributes i = 1; :::; n

is given by

U (q; p; t) = tq � p = t1q1 + :::+ tnqn � p:
11Cf. footnote 5.
12We adapt the standard assumption that whenever the buyer is indi¤erent he chooses a contract

that brings most pro�t to the seller.
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The buyer�s reservation value equals 0. We denote by F the seller�s prior distribu-

tion over the buyer�s types. The seller�s valuation or production cost of the goods is

normalized to be zero, and she seeks to maximize her expected revenue

max

Z
p (t) dF (t) (1)

subject to the feasibility, participation, and incentive-compatibility constraints of the

buyer

q (t) 2 [0; 1]n ;

tq (t)� p (t) � 0 for all t 2 supp (F ) ; (IR)

tq (t)� p (t) � tq (t0)� p (t0) for all t; t0 2 supp (F ) : (IC)

A product q 2 [0; 1]n and contract (q; p) o¤ered by the monopoly is called simple (or
deterministic) if q 2 f0; 1gn. A contract is called complex (or stochastic) if q =2 f0; 1gn. A
product line is called simple if it contains only simple products. Otherwise, the product

line is called complex. Similarly, a menu of contracts is called simple if it contains only

simple contracts, and called complex otherwise.

3. Two Buyer Types and an Arbitrary Number of Attributes

This section solves (1) in the case of two buyer types and an arbitrary number of

attributes. The seller faces

� a buyer of type A = (a1; :::; an) 2 [0; 1]n with probability �A, and

� a buyer of type B = (b1; :::; bn) 2 [0; 1]n with probability �B = 1� �A.

For simplicity of exposition, assume that each attribute is positively valued by at

least one buyer, that is

max fai; big > 0 for i = 1; :::; n: (2)

Assume also that A values the contract o¤ering all attributes weakly more than B does,

that is

a1 + :::+ an � b1 + :::+ bn: (3)
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We may thus think of A as the high type and of B as the low type. Finally, let us also

reindex the attributes so that

bi
ai
is a weakly increasing sequence. (4)

All these assumptions are without loss of generality.

We will show that in an optimal product line, whenever a product contains attribute

i, then it contains all attributes j > i: The high type will buy a product with all

attributes, and the low type will buy a product with all attributes above some cut-o¤

level. The cut-o¤ level will be shown to be the lower of two potential cut-o¤s13

n� = min fi : ai+1 + :::+ an < bi+1 + :::+ bng ; (5)

and

n�� = min

�
i :
bi
ai
� �A

�
:

In the low type aimed product, the cut-o¤ attribute n� may be randomized and o¤ered

with probability

� =
bn�+1 + :::+ bn � an�+1 � :::� an

an� � bn�
: (6)

Notice that � is well de�ned and belongs to (0; 1] if n� < +1.
Using the above introduced notation, the following theorem gives a full characteri-

zation of the two-type case for an arbitrary number of attributes n = 1; 2; :::.14

Theorem 3.1. Assume (2), (3), and (4).
If bn � an or n�� � n�, then the following simple menu of contracts is optimal15

� (1; :::; 1; a1 + :::+ an���1 + bn�� + :::+ bn) ;

�

0@0; :::; 0| {z }
n���1

; 1; :::; 1| {z }
n�n��+1

; bn�� + :::+ bn

1A :
If an < bn and n� < n��, then the following menu of contracts is optimal

� (1; :::; 1; a1 + :::+ an) ;
13By convention, min ; = +1.
14The result may be generalized to the case with continuum of attributes.
15If n�� = min ; = +1, then the menu is reduced to o¤ering (1; :::; 1; a1 + :::+ an) to A and shutting

B out of the market.
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�

0@0; :::; 0| {z }
n��1

; �; 1; :::; 1| {z }
n�n�

; �bn� + bn�+1 + :::+ bn

1A :
In the latter case, generically � 2 (0; 1) and the simple menus are suboptimal.

The basic intuition for the theorem relies on the fact that � except for the case

when both buyer types buy the good (1; :::; 1) � the IC constraint of type B is slack

while the IR constraint of type B and the IC constraint of type A are tight. The �rst

case corresponds to tight IR constraint of type A and second case corresponds to this

last constraint being slack. The formal proof is in the appendix.

Let us �nish with several remarks.

(1) As in Section 3, if A and B derive same the value from the bundle of all attributes

then the optimal contract is simple and o¤ers a single good with all attributes for the

common valuation. In terms of Theorem 4.1, the equality of valuations means that

n� = 1 and � = 1. The optimal menu falls thus under the �rst case if n�� = 1 and under

the second case otherwise.

(2) If the high type has weakly higher valuation for all attributes, then the seller

may allow the buyers to compose the good from separately priced attributes. As in

Proposition 3.1, the optimal contract is simple and o¤ers attributes i = 1; :::; n at price

bi if bi � ai�A and at price ai if bi < ai�A.
If there are attributes that the low type values more than the high type, then the

seller needs to bundle the attributes and cannot price them separately.

(3) In equilibrium, the high type buys a good with all attributes, while the low type

buys the attributes min fn�; n��g ; :::; n. The attributes bought by the low type include
all those that the low type values weakly more than the high type does, and may include

some of the remaining attributes.

(4) There exists an optimal menu of contracts that includes a simple contract and a

contract that randomizes over at most one of the attributes.

(5) Pro�t maximization generically requires complex menus except if bn � an or

n�� � n�. This last condition is equivalent to �A � bn�
an�
. Thus, complex menus are

called for if the problem is genuinely multidimensional (bn > an) and there are enough

high types in the population (�A � bn�
an�
).
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(6) Generically, the high type obtains an informational rent if

� the high type is scarce in the sense �A � bn�
an�
, or

� the problem is reducible to a collection of one-dimensional problems (bi � ai

for i = 1; :::; n) and the seller is not shutting the low type out of the market

(�Aan < bn).

Otherwise no type obtains a rent.

Finally notice that screening a continuous distribution of buyers close to the two-

type distributions requiring complex product lines also requires complex product lines.

This last point is developed in the next section.

4. The Generic Suboptimality of Simple Bundling

This section shows that the generic distribution of buyer types induces the seller

to o¤er menus of complex contracts. �Generic� in this context means that the set of

distributions that require the seller to use complex contracts in order to maximize pro�ts

contains a dense and open subset of the space of all distributions. The relevant space of

distributions is the space of Lebesgue absolutely continuous Borel probability measures

on [0; 1]n endowed with weak topology relative to bounded continuous functions.

The seller�s problem (1) always has a solution. The seller�s problem also has a

solution if the seller is constrained to use simple bundling strategies.16 The following

result compares these two solutions.

Theorem 4.1. For a generic distribution F of buyer types the monopolistic seller

seeking to maximize (1) can earn strictly more by o¤ering a menu of complex contracts

than the maximum of expected earnings from menus of simple contracts, that is

max
q(t)2[0;1]n;IC;IR

Z
p (t) dF (t) > max

q(t)2f0;1gn;IC;IR

Z
p (t) dF (t) : (7)

The proof is divided into two parts: density and openness. The proof of the density

relies on the special structure of simple menus. The structure of simple menus allows

16Cf. Rochet and Choné�s (1998) or Lemma 5.2.
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us to locally perturb a distribution that does not satisfy (7) so that the resultant dis-

tribution satis�es (7). This perturbation is a mixture of the original distribution and

a Lebesgue continuous approximation to a two-type distribution with complex solution

(given by Proposition 3.2).17 The proof of openness of the set of distributions satisfying

(7) relies on Berge�s maximum theorem and Rochet�s (1985) reinterpretation of the IC

conditions in terms of convexity of buyer�s rent as a function of buyer�s type. Let us

start with the density proof and then discuss the framework used to prove openness.

Proof of the density part of Theorem 5.1. To show that the set of stochastic distri-

butions is dense in the set of Lebesgue absolutely continuous probability distributions

on [0; 1]n ; take a distribution F such that a simple menu of contracts

u� = f(J ; p�J) : J 2 f0; 1g
ng

is optimal. Our goal is to construct a complex menu uh and a Lebesgue absolutely

continuous distribution G" such that the seller strictly prefers the menu uh to any simple

menu if buyer types are distributed according to (1� �)F + �G" and � > 0 is small.
Notice that it is enough to consider the case when the density of F , denoted f ,

is continuous and its support contained in [�; 1� �]n for a small �. For any bundle
J 2 f0; 1gn, we may also assume the corresponding buyer type tJ = J strictly prefers
that the contract (J ; p�J) to all other contracts in u

�.18

To construct uh, let us �x h > 0 and de�ne an auxiliary menu of contracts

~uh = u� �
��
1; 0; :::; 0; p�(1;0;0;:::;0)

�	
[
��
1; 0; :::; 0; p�(1;0;0;:::;0) + h

�	
:

Now,

uh = ~uh [ f(K; p�K)g ;
17The genericity result of Theorem 4.1 is not limited to the space of Lebesgue absolutely continuous

distributions with weak topology. An inspection of the proofs in this paper shows that the class of

measures requiring complex contracts is dense in any space of distributions that contains the class

of distributions with di¤erentiable Lebesgue densities, and is endowed with topology satisfying the

following three assumptions:

1) The class of distributions with di¤erentiable densities is dense.

2) If Fk ! F then for every continuous u we have
R
udFk !

R
udF (i.e. the topology is at least as

strong as the weak topology).

3) (1� ")F + "G! F as "! 0.

Moreover, under these assumptions the proof in the paper shows that the class of distributions

requiring complex contracts is locally open around each Lebesgue absolutely continuous distribution.

Consequently, this class is generic in the space of Lebesgue absolutely continuous distributions.
18We refer to the preferences of types tJ despite that they are not in the support of F .
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where K is the complex bundle
�
1; 1

2
; 0; :::; 0

�
and p�K =

1
2
p�(1;0;:::;0) +

1
2
p�(1;1;0;:::;0).

We want to show that pro�ts from uh are the same as from u� up to �rst order in h

when buyer types are distributed according to F . For brevity, the pro�t that the seller

obtains from menu uh if the buyer types are distributed according to F will be referred

to as the expected pro�t from uh over F . The expected pro�ts from ~uh over F equals

that from u� over F up to �rst order in h, because u� is optimal if buyer types are

distributed according to F . Thus, it is enough to compare pro�ts from uh and ~uh.

For a menu of contracts u and a complex contract (J ; pJ) 2 u, denote by T uJ the
subset of buyer types that weakly prefer (J ; pJ) to other contracts in u. Notice that for

any simple bundle J 6= f(1; 0; :::; 0)g, the types from T u
�

J weakly prefer (J ; p�J) to any

other choice in uh. Thus the di¤erence in pro�ts between uh and ~uh has to come from

types in T u
�

(1;0;0;:::;0) \ T u
h

K . Furthermore, the mass of T
u�

(1;0;0;:::;0) \ T u
h

K \ T ~uhJ is of second

order in h if J 6= (1; 0; :::; 0) ; (1; 1; 0; :::; 0). The impact on di¤erence in pro�ts in the

two remaining subsets T u
�

(1;0;0;:::;0)\T u
h

K \T ~uh(1;0;0;:::;0) and T u
�

(1;0;0;:::;0)\T u
h

K \T ~uh(1;1;0;:::;0) cancel
out because

� In the �rst subset uh brings 1
2

�
p�(1;1;0;:::;0) � p�(1;0;0;:::;0)

�
more per buyer than ~uh and

the mass of this subset is up to �rst order�
ETu�

(1;0;0;:::;0)
\Tu�

(1;1;0;:::;0)
f
� �
voln�1T u

�

(1;0;0;:::;0) \ T u
�

(1;1;0;:::;0)

�
h:

� In the second subset ~uh brings 1
2

�
p�(1;1;0;:::;0) � p�(1;0;0;:::;0)

�
more per buyer than uh

and the mass of this subset is up to �rst order�
ETu�

(1;0;0;:::;0)
\Tu�

(1;1;0;:::;0)
f
� �
voln�1T u

�

(1;0;0;:::;0) \ T u
�

(1;1;0;:::;0)

�
h:

Thus uh is �rst order equivalent to ~uh and hence to u�.

To construct a distribution that is close to F and requires complex contracts de-

note R = max
n
0; p�(1;1;0;:::;0) � p�(1;0;0;:::;0) � p�(0;1;0;:::;0)

o
and consider a four-type auxiliary

distribution ~G with masses

�
�
t1
�
; �
�
t2
�
>> �

�
t3
�
>> �

�
t4
�

on points ti de�ned as follows:

t1 =
�
p�(1;1;0;:::;0) + h; 0; :::; 0

�
;

t2 =
�
0; p�(0;1;0;:::;0); 0; :::; 0

�
;

t3 =
�
p�(1;0;0;:::;0) +R; p

�
(1;1;0;:::;0) � p�(1;0;0;:::;0); 0; :::; 0

�
;

t4 = t3 + (h;�2h; 0; :::; 0) :
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By assumptions on u�, the points t1; t2; t3; t4 2 (0; 1)2�f0gn�2 for small h. In the spirit
of Proposition 3.2, we can show that to extract maximum expected pro�t from ~G seller

may o¤er bundles (1; 0; 0; :::; 0) ; (0; 1; 0; :::; 0) ; (1; 1; 0; :::; 0) ; and K at prices

p(1;0;0;:::;0) = t
1
1 = p

�
(1;0;0;:::;0) + h;

p(0;1;0;:::;0) = t
2
2 = p

�
(0;1;0;:::;0);

p(1;1;0;:::;0) = t
3
1 + t

3
2 �R = p�(1;1;0;:::;0);

pK = t
4
1 +

1

2
t42 �R =

�
t31 + h

�
+
1

2

�
t32 � 2h

�
�R

=
�
p�(1;0;0;:::;0) +R

�
+
1

2

�
p�(1;1;0;:::;0) � p�(1;0;0;:::;0)

�
�R = p�K :

This menu is h �rst order strictly better than an optimum of simple menus. Moreover,

this menu is a subset of uh and uh would extract the same expected pro�ts from a

population of buyer types distributed according to ~G.

Let us take " > 0 and de�ne the distribution G" to be the convex combination of

four normal distributions N
�
ti + "h; ("h)4

�
restricted to [0; 1]n; the weights are � (ti),

i = 1; :::; 4. As " ! 0+ the expected seller�s pro�t from uh over G" approximates the

expected pro�t from uh over ~G. Moreover, lim sup"!0+ of the maximum expected pro�t

from a simple menu u over G" approximates the expected pro�t from u over ~G, and the

convergence is uniform over simple menus u and over h > 0. Hence there is " > 0 such

that the expected pro�t from uh over G" is h �rst order better than the expected pro�t

from an optimal simple menu over G".

To end the proof, consider (1� �)F + �G for small positive �. Since u� and uh are
h �rst order equivalent on F so uh weakly h �rst order dominates any simple menu on

F . On the other hand uh is h �rst order strictly better than any simple menu on G.

Thus for any � > 0 the menu uh �rst order in h strictly dominates any simple menu on

(1� �)F + �G. This completes the proof of the density.

The proof of openness relies on Rochet�s (1985) reformulation of the monopoly prob-

lem. In (1) the monopoly maximizes
R
p (t) dF (t) over pricing policies (p; q). The

maximization is constrained by the individual rationality and incentive compatibility of

the buyers. Using incentive compatibility one can replace the individual rationality of

the buyer by the assumption of zero price for a zero amount of both goods. Denote by

Mn the set of Lebesgue absolutely continuous probability distributions on [0; 1]
n. As

shown by Rochet for F 2 Mn the incentive constraints are equivalent to the convexity

of the utility function u (t) = tq (t) � p (t). Whenever u is convex it is di¤erentiable
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almost everywhere, and has one-sided partial derivatives everywhere on the interior of

its domain. Denote by @+

@t1
the right-hand side derivative operator and by r the gradient

operator19

ru (t) =
�
@+

@t1
u;
@+

@t2
u

�
(t)

Given the indi¤erence-breaking assumption that indi¤erent buyers behave in a way

preferred by the seller, the utility-maximizing quantity bought by a buyer is

q (t) = ru (t) :

and the price that the buyer pays is

p (t) = tru (t)� u (t) :

Hence for F 2Mn, the monopoly problem translates into maximizingZ
tru (t)� u (t) dF (8)

subject to u (0; 0) = 0; u is convex, and ru 2 [0; 1]n :

Denote by U � C [0; 1]n the set of functions satisfying the constraints of (8). Since
U is a closed subset of the compact space C [0; 1]n so U is compact in the metrics

inherited from C [0; 1]n. The proof of openness relies on the following result (proved in

the appendix).

Lemma 4.2. The mapping

U �Mn 3 (u; F )! u � F =
Z
tru (t)� u (t) dF 2 R

is continuous.

Proof of the openness part of Theorem 4.1. Use Rochet (1985) and consider the

equivalent program (8). The compactness of U and Lemma 5.2 allow us to invoke the

Berge�s Maximum Theorem (Berge (1963, p. 116)) to conclude that

Mn 3 F ! P (F ) = argmax
u2U

Z
tru (t)� u (t) dF

is upper hemicontinuous. Consequently, since Ud is closed in U , so P�1
�
Ud
�
is closed

in Mn, and thus the set of complex distributions is open in Mn.

19Alternatively we could work with the standard gradient that exists almost everywhere.
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5. How Much Is Lost By the Restriction to Simple Bundling?

This section starts with an estimate of the worst-case scenario for a seller restricted

to screening through simple product lines when there are two buyer types. It then

constructs examples to show that the result of Section 4 � that in an optimal screening

the seller may randomize over one attribute only � does not generalize to cases with

three or more buyer types.

Theorem 5.1. If there are only two buyer types then the maximum percentage loss
from the restriction to simple contracts is 12:5% of the best simple menu revenue. If n

is the number of attributes, then this bound is achieved for two types A,B 2 [0; 1]n such
that

�A = �B =
1

2
;

bn + :::+ b2 = b1 =
1

3
;

a1 = 1; a2 = ::: = an = 0:

It is easy to verify that for the parameters provided the loss is 12:5%. Let us prove

that this is the maximal loss resulting from the restriction to simple contracts.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Denote by �C the optimal pro�t and by �S the optimal pro�t

from simple contracts. Our problem is to maximize �C��S
�S

, or equivalently �C��S
�C

, over

two-type distributions (a; b) = ((a1; :::; an) ; (b1; :::; bn)). By compactness and continuity

of the problem the maximum exists. Notice that we can assume (2), and choose notation

so that (3) and (4) are satis�ed. Furthermore, by Theorem 3.1, we can restrict attention

to situations when bn > an and n� < n��. Thus, the constraints on our problem are

ai; bi; �A 2 [0; 1] ; (2), (3), (4), bn > an, and n� < n��.
By Theorem 3.1, the optimal contract brings

�C = �A (a1 + :::+ an) + (1� �A) (�bn� + bn�+1 + :::+ bn) :

Let us estimate the pro�ts �S from the optimal simple contract from below. The fol-

lowing two contracts are individually rational and incentive compatible:

�

8<:(1; :::; 1; a1 + :::+ an) ;
0@0; :::; 0| {z }

n�

; 1; :::; 1| {z }
n�n�

; bn�+1 + :::+ bn

1A9=; ; or
13



�

8<:(1; :::; 1; a1 + :::+ an + (bn� � an�)) ;
0@0; :::; 0| {z }

n��1

; 1; :::; 1| {z }
n�n�+1

; bn� + :::+ bn

1A9=; :
The �rst of these two contracts brings

�s1 = �A (a1 + :::+ an) + (1� �A) (bn�+1 + :::+ bn)

and the second one brings

�s2 = �A (a1 + :::+ an + (1� �) [bn� � an� ]) + (1� �A) (bn� + :::+ bn) :

Hence,
�C�maxf�S1;�S2g

�C
is an upper bound on �C��S

�C
.

Let us drop the constraint n� < n�� and maximize the upper bound
�C�maxf�S1;�S2g

�C

subject to the remaining constraints. This is done via two claims proved in the appendix.

Claim 1. The maximum of the auxiliary problem with any n is not higher than the

maximum of the auxiliary problem with n = 2 and n� = 1.

Claim 2. The maximum of the auxiliary problem with n = 2 and n� = 1 is 1
9
.

It remains to verify that the upper bound
�C�maxf�S1;�S2g

�C
= 1

9
is achievable for any

n � 2 in the original problem. This upper bound is indeed achieved for the parameters
stated in the theorem. This completes the proof.

In Section 3, we noted that when there are only two buyer types then it is enough

for the seller to randomize over one attribute. This last corollary is false when there are

more than two buyer types. A simple counterexample that violates this property has

n = 3 and three buyer types

A = (1; 0; 0) ; B = (0; 1; 0) ; C =

�
1

4
;
1

4
;
1

4

�
with masses �A; �B; �C such that �C << �A; �B. Then, in any optimal menu of contracts

the probability of allocating good 1 to type C and the probability of allocating good 2

to type C belong to (0; 1).

The following example constructs a two-dimensional situation in which some buyers

are allocated only lotteries.

14



Example 5.2. Consider n = 2 and three types A = (a1; a2) =
�
1; 1

4

�
; B = (b1; b2) =�

0; 3
2

�
; C =

�
1
2
; 1
2

�
that occur with probabilities �A; �B; �C such that �C << �B << �A.

Then, type C buys a good with lotteries for both attributes.

Indeed, the optimal menu of contracts leads to types A and B being allocated the

good (1; 1) at the price a1 + a2 = 5
4
because of the assumed condition on probabilities

and b1 + b2 > a1 + a2. Conditional on this allocation, the incentive compatibility of

A and B precludes the seller from selling any full attribute to type C. The seller can,

however, o¤er the contract
�
1
6
; 1
3
; 1
4

�
. C will take this o¤er while A and B�s incentive

constraints will not be violated.

6. Conclusion

This paper contributes to our understanding of multidimensional screening. It solves

the McAfee-McMillan (1988) problem when there are two buyer types and an arbitrary

number of attributes. It then shows that, for a generic Lebesgue absolutely continuous

distribution of buyer types, simple bundling strategies are suboptimal. Finally, the paper

quali�es this last result in the case of two buyer types by computing the maximum

di¤erence between pro�ts from the optimal seller�s strategy and the optimal simple

bundling strategy.
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Appendix

Proof of Theorem 3.1. A general form of the product line consists of two contracts
~A =

�
qA1 ; :::; q

A
n ; p

A
�
chosen by type A and ~B =

�
qB1 ; :::; q

B
n ; p

B
�
chosen by type B. The

optimal menu of contracts exists by the Weierstrass maximum theorem because prices

pA; pB 2 [0; n] and hence the menu of contracts corresponds to a point in the compact
set

([0; 1]n � [0; n])� ([0; 1]n � [0; n])

and the function from menus to the pro�ts they generate is upper hemicontinuous.

Similarly, there exists an optimal simple menu of contracts.

Let us �rst consider the problem of Theorem 4.1 and make two assumptions. First,

notice that it is enough to consider strictly positive

ai; bi > 0; i = 1; :::; n:

Indeed, if we prove the claim in this case then the continuity of the expected pro�ts

from a �xed menu of contracts with respect to a1; :::; an; b1; :::; bn establishes the claim

in the general case. Second, let us focus on the case

bn > an

because the case of bn � an is straightforward.
There are two incentive constraints and two individual rationality constraints in

the seller�s maximization. Let us refer to them as IC-A, IC-B, IR-A, IR-B, where the

labels are self-explanatory. Let us call a constraint slack if it may be dropped from the

maximization and tight otherwise. Let us call a constraint strictly slack if it is satis�ed

with strict inequality in optimal menu of contracts, and weakly tight otherwise.

Before characterizing the optimal menu of contracts
�
~A; ~B

�
let us prove four claims.

Claim 1. If IC-B is weakly tight, then qBi = q
A
i = 1 for i = 1; :::; n, and p

A = pB =

b1 + :::+ bn.

To prove Claim 1 �rst note that if IC-B is weakly tight then also IC-A is weakly

tight. Indeed, if A strictly preferred ~A to ~B, then we would have qBi = 1 for i = 1; :::; n

because qBi < 1 for some i = 1; :::; n would allow the seller to gainfully replace the

contract ~B with �
qB1 ; :::; q

B
i + "; :::; q

B
n ; p

B + bi"
�
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for some small positive ". Consequently, A�s strict preference of ~A over ~B would imply

that pA < pB. But this is a contradiction, as then the Seller would be better o¤ by

proposing single contract ~B =
�
1; :::; 1; pB

�
that would be accepted by both A and B.

Thus, if IC-B is weakly tight then both A and B are indi¤erent between the contracts
~A and ~B. Hence, also the seller is indi¤erent between selling either of the products,

and this means that pA = pB � b1 + ::: + bn. The optimal among such contracts sets

qBi = q
A
i = 1 for all i = 1; :::; n and p

A = pB = b1 + :::+ bn, which proves the claim.

Claim 2. If IC-B is strictly slack then

(a) qAi = 1 for i = 1; :::; n,

(b) IR-B is weakly tight, and pB = b1qB1 + :::+ bnq
B
n ;

(c) IC-A is weakly tight and

pA = pB +
�
1� qB1

�
a1 + :::+

�
1� qBn

�
an

= a1 + :::+ an � (a1 � b1) qB1 � :::� (an � bn) qBn

To prove (a) notice that if qAi < 1 for an i = 1; :::; n, then the Seller could do

better by replacing ~A by
�
qA1 ; :::; q

A
i + "; :::; q

A
n ; p

A + ai"
�
for some small positive ". To

show (b) notice that with IR-B strictly slack the seller could bene�t by raising pB. To

show (c) notice that with IC-A strictly slack, the seller would pro�tably increase any

qBi that is smaller than 1. However, qBi = 1 for all i = 1; :::; nA cannot obtain as it

would mean that the bundles o¤ered to both types are identical, and by the incentive

compatibility conditions their prices would have to be equal, and thus type B buyer

would be indi¤erent between the contracts, contrary to the strict slackness of IC-B.

Since IC-A is weakly tight, the formula for pA follows from (a).

Denote

di = ai � bi:

By Claim 2, if IC-B is strictly slack then the seller maximizes

max
qBi 2[0;1]

�Ap
A + �Bp

B

= �A
�
a1 + :::+ an � d1qB1 � :::� dnqBn

�
+ �B

�
b1q

B
1 + :::+ bnq

B
n

�
= (�Bb1 � �Ad1) qB1 + :::+ (�Bbn � �Adn) qBn + constant
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subject to A�s participation constraint, IR-A,

a1 + :::+ an � d1qB1 � :::� dnqBn = pA � a1 + :::+ an:

Consequently, when IC-B is slack then the seller�s problem can be stated as

max
qBi 2[0;1]

(b1 � �Aa1) qB1 + :::+ (bn � �Aan) qBn ((P))

subject to IR-A constraint

d1q
B
1 + :::+ dnq

B
n � 0:

Claim 3. Assume that IC-B is strictly slack. The following conditions are equivalent:

(a) IR-A is slack in the maximization (P),

(b) dn�� + :::+ dn � 0,

Indeed, unconstrained by IR-A the seller would set qBi = 1 whenever
bi
ai
> �A, qBi = 0

whenever bi
ai
< �A, and be indi¤erent what values are taken by qBi whenever

bi
ai
= �A.

Since n�� denotes the minimum i such that bi
ai
� �A, so in an IR-A unconstrained optimal

contract qB1 = ::: = q
B
n���1 = 0 and q

B
n�� = ::: = q

B
n = 1. Thus, the slackness of IR-A is

equivalent to (b).

Claim 4. The following conditions are equivalent:

(a) dn�� + :::+ dn � 0,
(b) n�� � n�,
(c) �A � bn�

an�
.

Recall that bn > an; and thus n�� 2 f1; :::; ng. To see the equivalence of (a) and (b)
note that the monotonicity of bi

ai
and de�nition of n� implies that di + ::: + dn � 0 i¤

i 2 f1; :::; n�g. To see the equivalence of (b) and (c) note that the monotonicity of bi
ai

and de�nition of n�� implies that bi
ai
� �A i¤ i 2 fn��; :::; ng [ f+1g.

Now, we are ready to solve the seller�s problem separately considering n�� � n� and
n� < n��:

Case n�� � n�. Either IC-B is strictly slack or weakly tight. This gives two potential
solutions. By Claims 3 and 4, the solution for IC-B strictly slack may be obtained by

solving unconstrained (P) and is written out in Theorem 4.1. The solution for IC-B
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weakly tight is given in Claim 1. It remains to check that the solution in Theorem 4.1

is weakly better than the solution in Claim 1.

The di¤erence in expected pro�ts between the solutions is

�A (a1 + :::+ an���1 + bn�� + :::+ bn) + �B (bn�� + :::+ bn)� (b1 + :::+ bn)
= �A (a1 + :::+ an���1)� (b1 + :::+ bn���1) :

Since an < bn, we have n�� < +1. If n�� 2 f2; :::; ng, then this di¤erence is strictly
positive because �A >

bn���1
an���1

� bi
ai
for i � n�� � 1 by de�nition of n�� and monotonicity

of bi
ai
. In particular then IC-B is indeed strictly slack. If n�� = 1, then the two solutions

are identical (and IC-B is weakly tight).

Case n� < n��. Then IR-A is tight, and thus (P) reduces to

max
qBi 2[0;1]

(b1 � �Aa1) qB1 + :::+ (bn � �Aan) qBn = (1� �A)
�
b1q

B
1 + :::+ bnq

B
n

�
subject to

d1q
B
1 + :::+ dnq

B
n = 0:

Thus, there exists k 2 [0; 1] such that

qBi = 1 whenever
bi
di
>
1� k
k
;

qBi = 0 whenever
bi
di
<
1� k
k
;

and qBi for i such that
bi
di
= 1�k

k
are determined by the constraint, not necessarily in a

unique way. Equivalently

qBi = 1 whenever
bi
ai
> k

qBi = 0 whenever
bi
ai
< k

and qBi for i such that
bi
ai
= k are determined by the constraint. Note that ai > 0 for

i = 1; :::; nA and that k � �A. There is some indeterminacy for i such that bi
ai
= k.

Without loss of generality we can assume that qBi = 0 or 1 for all such i except for one,

let us call it n��� and choose it in such a way that

qBi = 1 for i > n
���

qBi = 0 for i < n
���
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and

qBn��� =
� (dnA+1 + :::+ dn)� (dn���+1 + :::+ dnA)

dn���
=
�dn���+1 � :::� dn

dn���
:

and qBn��� 2 (0; 1]:By de�nition of n�, this properties imply that n��� = n�. Hence,

� = qBn� =
�dn�+1 � :::� dn

dn�
2 (0; 1];

and the solution is as postulated in Theorem 4.1. It remains to check that this solution

is preferred by the seller to the optimal solution with IC-B tight (described in Claim 1);

the slackness of IC-B will be then automatically satis�ed. The di¤erence in expected

pro�ts from the two solutions is

�A
�
a1 + :::+ an � d1qB1 � :::� dnqBn

�
+ �B

�
b1q

B
1 + :::+ bnq

B
n

�
� (b1 + :::+ bn)

= �A (a1 + :::+ an) + �B (bn�� + bn�+1 + :::+ bn)� (b1 + :::+ bn)
= �A (a1 + :::+ an� � dn��) + �Bbn�� � (b1 + :::+ bn�)
= �A (a1 + :::+ an� � (an� � bn�)�) + (1� �A) bn�� � (b1 + :::+ bn�)
= �A (a1 + :::+ an��1 + (1� �) an�)� (b1 + :::+ bn��1 + (1� �) bn�)

and is strictly positive (as required) because �A >
bn�
an�

� bi
ai
for i � n�. The genericity

claim of Theorem 4.1 is straightforward. This completes the proof.

Proof of Lemma 4.2. First note for any u 2 U the function � (u) such that

� (u) (t) = tru (t) � u (t) is well-de�ned as ru (t) exists everywhere. Note that � (u)
is measurable, and it is bounded since ru (t) 2 [0; 1]n. Moreover, ru (t) 2 [0; 1]n and
u (0) = 0 for t 2 [0; 1]n imply that

� (u) (t) = tru (t)� u (t) 2 [�n; n]

for t 2 [0; 1]n and u 2 U .
Take (u; F ) 2 U �Mn and a sequence (uk; Fk) 2 U �Mn that tends to (u; F ). We

are to prove that uk � Fk ! u � F . Note that

juk � Fk � u � F j � juk � Fk � u � Fkj+ ju � Fk � u � F j

and thus it is enough to show the convergence to 0 of both elements of the left-hand-side

sum.
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Consider the �rst element of the sum, take a small " > 0, and note that

juk � Fk � u � Fkj

�
Z
[0;1]n

j� (uk) (t)� � (u) (t)j dFk

=

Z
[0;1�"]n

j� (uk) (t)� � (u) (t)j dFk +
Z
[0;1]n�[0;1�"]n

j� (uk) (t)� � (u) (t)j dFk:

For any small " > 0 the �rst integral tends to 0 as k !1 because uk ! u uniformly and

all those functions are convex. Moreover, by � (u) (t) ;� (uk) (t) 2 [�n; n] the second
integral is smaller than

2nFk ([0; 1]
n � [0; 1� "]n) :

Since the weak convergence Fk ! F implies the convergence

Fk ([0; 1]
n � [0; 1� "]n)! F ([0; 1]n � [0; 1� "]n) ;

F is Lebesgue absolutely continuos, and the Lebesgue measure of [0; 1]n � [0; 1� "]n

tends to 0 as " ! 0, so the second integral can be shown to tend to 0 as k ! 1 and

"! 0. Taking this together we may conclude that

juk � Fk � u � Fkj ! 0

as k !1.
It remains to show that ju � Fk � u � F j ! 0 with k ! 1. This is so if � (u) is

continuous. In general, since u is continuous, it is enough to show that����Z
[0;1]n

tru (t) dFk �
Z
[0;1]n

tru (t) dF
����! 0 as k !1

and furthermore, we can analyze the elements of the sum tru (t) separately, so it is
enough to show that����Z

[0;1]n
ti
@+

@ti
u (t) dFk �

Z
[0;1]n

ti
@+

@ti
u (t) dF

����! 0 as k !1

for i = 1; :::; n. Denoting by f and fk the densities of F and Fk, respectively, we can

write a su¢ cient condition for the above property as����Z
[0;1]

ti
@+

@ti
u (t) fk (t) dti �

Z
[0;1]

ti
@+

@ti
u (t) f (t) dti

����! 0 as k !1
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for i = 1; :::; n and any t1; :::; ti�1; ti+1; :::; tn 2 [0; 1]n�1. Now, ti ! ti
@+

@ti
u (t) is increasing,

so the set of discontinuities is of measure 0. Let I be a union of intervals of total length "

that covers the set of discontinuities. We can �nd a continuous ' such that ' (ti) 2 [0; 1]
for all ti and ' (ti) = ti @

+

@ti
u (t) if ti =2 I, and decompose����Z

[0;1]

ti
@+

@ti
u (t) fk (t) dti �

Z
[0;1]

ti
@+

@ti
u (t) f (t) dti

����
�
����Z
[0;1]

' (ti) fk (t) dti �
Z
[0;1]

' (ti) f (t) dti

����
+

����Z
I

�
ti
@+

@ti
u (t)� ' (ti)

�
fk (t) dti �

Z
I

�
ti
@+

@ti
u (t)� ' (ti)

�
f (t) dti

���� :
Now, the �rst di¤erence tends to 0 as Fk ! F and ' is continuos. Moreover, Fk ! F

implies also that there exists an M independent of I such that for large k, the second

di¤erence is smaller than M". This concludes the proof.

Proof of Claims 1 and 2 from the proof of Theorem 5.1.

Claim 1. The maximum of the auxiliary problem with any n is not higher than the

maximum of the auxiliary problem with n = 2 and n� = 1.

Let us prove this claim in two steps. First notice that if n� + 1 < n then the lower

dimensional problem with n0 = n� + 1 attributes and valuations

a01 = a1; :::; a
0
n� = an� ; a

0
n�+1 = an�+1 + :::+ an;

b01 = b1; :::; b
0
n� = bn� ; b

0
n�+1 = bn�+1 + :::+ bn;

satis�es all constraints and attains the same objective
�C�maxf�S1;�S2g

�C
.

Second, notice that if n� > 1 then the lower dimensional problem with n0 = n�n�+1
and

a0i = an��1+i; b
0
i = bn��1+i; for i = 1; :::; n

0

satis�es the constraints. Indeed, (3) is not violated because the de�nition of n� implies

that

an� + :::an � bn� + :::+ bn:

Other constraints are satis�ed in a straightforward manner. This lower dimensional

problem attains weakly higher objective
�C�maxf�S1;�S2g

�C
as the nominator does not

change and the denominator weakly increases. This proves Claim 1.
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Claim 2. The maximum of the auxiliary problem with n = 2 and n� = 1 is 1
9
.

Without changing the maximum, we can add variable � to the set of variables we

maximize over, and add its de�nition (6) to the set of constraints. Thus, the problem

takes the form

max
ai;bi;�A;�

�C �max
�
�S1; �S2

	
�C

= 1�
max

�
�S1; �S2

	
�C

= 1� max f�A (a1 + a2) + (1� �A) b2; �A (a1 + a2 + (1� �) [b1 � a1]) + (1� �A) (b1 + b2)g
�A (a1 + a2) + (1� �A) (�b1 + b2)

=
(1� �A)�b1 �max f0; �A (1� �) [b1 � a1] + (1� �A) b1g

�A (a1 + a2) + (1� �A) (�b1 + b2)
subject to ai; bi; �A 2 [0; 1] ; (2), (3), (4), (6), b2 > a2.
First, notice that at the maximum

0 = �A (1� �) [b1 � a1] + (1� �A) b1: (9)

Indeed, if �A (1� �) [b1 � a1] + (1� �A) b1 < 0 at the maximum, then the objective

could be made arbitrarily close to 1 by taking �A = 0, � � 1 (i.e., a1�b1 � b2�a2), and
b2 << b1. If �A (1� �) [b1 � a1] + (1� �A) b1 > 0 at the maximum, then the objective
could be made arbitrarily close to 1 by taking a2; b1; b2 � 0 and a1 >> 0 (note that then
also � � 0).
Taking (9) into account, we can reduce the auxiliary problem to

max
a1;a2;b1;b2;�A;�

(1� �A)�b1
�A (a1 + a2) + (1� �A) (�b1 + b2)

subject to b1 2 [0; 1] ; a1; b2; � 2 (0; 1], (6), (9), and a1 > b1.
Second, notice that the objective increases and all constraints are satis�ed when we

decrease a2 and b2 while maintaining (6). Thus, at the maximum, a2 = 0, and (6)

implies that

b2 = � (a1 � b1) :
At the same time, (9) implies that

�A =
b1

b1 + (1� �) [a1 � b1]
:

Plugging these two expressions into the maximization, we can reduce it further to

max
a1;b1;�

(1� �) [a1 � b1] �b1
b1a1 + (1� �) [a1 � b1] (�b1 + � (a1 � b1))

=
(1� �)� [a1 � b1] b1

b1a1 + (1� �)� [a1 � b1] a1
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subject to b1 2 [0; 1] ; a1; � 2 (0; 1], and a1 > b1.
Third, notice that b1 > 0 at the maximum and thus we can simplify the problem

further to

max
a1;b1;�

1
1

(1��)�
a1

a1�b1 +
a1
b1

subject to b1; a1; � 2 (0; 1], and a1 > b1. At the maximum, � = 1
2
. Substituting x = a1

b1

we reduce the problem to minimizing the denominator f (x) = 4 x
x�1 + x over x > 1.

The problem is convex as f 00 (x) = 8
(x�1)3 > 0. Thus, the minimum is achieved at

f 0 (x) = 4 �1
(x�1)2 + 1 = 0, that is at x = 3. The minimum equals 1

4 3
2
+3
= 1

9
and Claim 2

is proved.
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